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Phone: 416.249.6100 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

************************************************************************************************************************************************\nMallory 

is a Shy (Undersocialized) Cat. Although we have begun 

the process of socializing her, she\xa0is still very much a 

“work in progress,” and will require the commitment of a 

LOT of patience, time and effort to help her along this 

journey. For this reason, Shy Cats benefit from a calm, 

quiet, household environment, preferably without small 

children. Shy Cats are not for everyone. While the 

investment can be\xa0rewarding, some Shy Cats will 

always remain reserved and may never develop into a 

cuddly lap cat. Please take the time to consider carefully, 

when choosing a Shy Cat.

\n************************************************************************************************************************************************\n\n\n***IN 

FOSTER***\n\nWhile the name Mallory may mean 

"unlucky," our Mallory is very lucky to have been rescued, 

along with her four kittens, from\xa0a\xa0residential 

backyard where they were\xa0struggling to\xa0survive.

\n\nMallory is a shy cat who is slowly adjusting to her 

foster home and indoor life, but she is a very sweet and 

gentle girl who accepts pets and treats by hand. She loves 

to have her long, grey fur brushed and will let out a deep 

purr if you scratch or brush her chin. She will melt your 

heart with her piercing yellow eyes!\n\nMallory is currently 

receiving some much-needed TLC and\xa0an opportunity 

for socialization in her foster home.\xa0Her foster parent 

is\xa0helping\xa0Mallory\xa0build her confidence to 

allow\xa0her true personality to shine through,\xa0and 

slowly but surely,\xa0its working!\xa0\xa0\n\nBecause 

Mallory is currently quite timid, her ideal adopter is 

someone who is patient and willing to put in the time and 

work to earn her trust. Right now, we are unsure of her 

behaviour around dogs or other cats (though she is a great 

mom to her four kittens!), but we do know that her future 

home should be one that is calm and quiet, and perhaps 

without small children, so she can feel safe in her new 

environment.\xa0\n\nIf you feel Mallory is the right cat for 

you, please submit an application to welcome this shy girl 

into your home.\n\n--------------------\nThe adoption fee for a 

single cat at EHS is $175. Take home an adult feline friend 

for your kitty and the adoption fee for the pair is $300! For 

kittens under six months of age, the adoption fee is 

$200...Or double your cuteness quotient and adopt two 

wee furrballs for $350! If you mix and match (kitten plus 

cat), the adoption fee is $300. Each of our cats is spayed/

neutered, microchipped, up to date on vaccines, snap 

tested for FIV/FeLV, dewormed, and flea treated prior to 

adoption. Kittens are not spayed or neutered until 5 

months of age, but the cost of spay/neuter will be covered 

as part of the adoption.\xa0\n\n--------------------

\xa0\xa0\nInterested in adopting Mallory? Its easy!\xa0Just 

click "Adopt a Cat" on the EHS website 

(etobicokehumanesociety.com) and fill out our "Cat 

Adoption Form." An EHS representative will be pleased to 

help guide\xa0you through our contactless adoption 

procedure.
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